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Door County Courts
Technology Features
and Policies
Door County Circuit Court Branch 1 and Branch 2 courtrooms are equipped with the following features:
1. Document Camera : A high definition camera is available which can be connected to any of the video
input plates located at each counsel table, the main display wall, the jury wall, and at the rear of the counsel
area on the side wall
2. VGA with audio or HDMI inputs at video input plates noted above.
3. An 80” Sharp touch monitor as the main display. The touch capability uses a USB connection at the TV
for connecting to a guest laptop. The Sharp 80” touch monitor presents itself as a mouse to a connected
computer. Any illustration or annotation software that can work with a mouse will work with the touch
capabilities of the Sharp display. There is no special software needed to make the display work. It is
entirely dependent on the software that is loaded on the guest laptop. Video is provided to the display
from any of the above video input plates.
4. A 60” Sharp monitor mounted above the witness stand allowing easy viewing from the jury box.
5. Video conferencing capability
6. Wireless microphone
7. Wireless Internet is available in the courtrooms and other locations adjacent to the courtrooms.
Additional monitors are mounted underneath the front two counsel tables in Branch 1 and at the witness
stand in Branch 1.
Policies concerning courtroom technology:
Any attorney or party wishing to have a party or witness participate or appear via video conferencing must
notify the judicial assistant as soon as possible. It is the responsibility of the attorney or party who wishes
to use any Door County courtroom equipment to determine technological compatibility in advance of the
proceeding in which any county equipment may be used with private devices.
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